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TAMING FREE CIRCLE ACTIONS

ALLAN L. EDMONDS1

Abstract. It is shown that an arbitrary free action of the circle group on

a closed manifold of dimension at least six is concordant to a "tame" action

(so that the orbit space is a manifold). A consequence is that the concordance

classification of arbitrary free actions of the circle on a simply connected

manifold is the same as the equivariant homeomorphism classification of free

tame actions.

Consider a free action of a compact Lie group G of positive dimension on

a topological manifold M. Such an action is called tame if the orbit space M/G

is a manifold and wild otherwise. Starting with a tame free action on M one

may obtain uncountably many inequivalent wild actions on M by collapsing

out noncellular arcs in M/G, provided M/G has dimension at least three. For

an exposition of this construction see L. Lininger [9].

The existence of such wild actions makes classification theorems difficult

without a tameness hypothesis. In this paper a standard concordance equiva-

lence relation on the set of free actions on a manifold is considered. At least

for the circle group Sx, the concordance equivalence relation makes tame

classification theorems applicable in the general case.

Define a G-concordance to be a G-action on M X [0,1] preserving M

X 0 and M X 1. Actions <p and \}/ of G on M are G-concordant if there is a G-

concordance 9 on M X [0,1] such that 9\M X 0 = <p and 9\M X 1 = $.

Main Theorem. If M is a closed topological n-manifold, n > 6, then any free

S -action on M is S -concordant to a tame action.

There are both a relative version and a suitable uniqueness statement. One

might conjecture a similar result for arbitrary compact Lie groups.

C.T.C. Wall [12] has classified equivariant homeomorphism classes of tame

free s'-actions on spheres S2n+X, n > 3, by classifying the possible orbit

spaces using the theory of surgery. Wall conjectured [12, p. 192] that even in

the wild case this calculation can be interpreted to give a correct result. The

Main Theorem provides an affirmative answer to this conjecture. See Corol-

lary 3.3.
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Ingredients in the proof of the Main Theorem are the result of J. West [13]

that a compact absolute neighborhood retract (ANR) has the homotopy type

of a finite CW complex, the consequent extension of simple homotopy theory

to compact ANR's by T. Chapman [4], and the results of L. Siebenmann's

thesis [10] in the form of the "topological ribbon theorem" [11]. (Actually the

references to work of West and Chapman can be replaced by citing R. Kirby

and Siebenmann [8], at a cost of complicating some of the preliminary

material.)

In § 1 some preliminary material is collected, including a precise statement

of the Ribbon Theorem; the Main Theorem is proved in §2; and several

applications are given in §3.

1. Preliminary material. All spaces considered here will be separable metric.

An «-manifold is a space M locally homeomorphic to half-space {(x, ,x2,...,

xn): xn > 0} in euclidean w-space R". The boundary of M is denoted 9 A/.

The symbols =í, «, and =¿ denote, respectively, homeomorphism, isomor-

phism, and homotopy equivalence.

We shall assume the basic facts about (separable metric) absolute neighbor-

hood retracts (ANR's). A convenient reference is K. Borsuk [2].

Using the theory of Hubert cube manifolds J. West [13] has shown that

every compact ANR has the homotopy type of a finite CW complex. T.

Chapman [4] has further shown that the ordinary simple homotopy theory of

finite CW complexes carries over full-blown to the setting of compact ANR's.

Recall that a surjective map /: X —> Y of ANR's is cell-like (CE) if (among

several equivalent definitions) for each y G Y and neighborhood U of f~x (y)

in X there is a neighborhood V of f~x(y) in U such that the inclusion map

V -* U is null-homotopic. A homotopy equivalence h: X —> Y of compact

ANR's is defined to be simple if there are a compact ANR Z and CE maps

/: Z -> A and g: Z -» Y such that hf ^ g. In general there is defined in the

Whitehead group WluV, X) a torsion invariant i(h) which vanishes if and only

if the homotopy equivalence h is simple. Chapman has shown that these

definitions generalize the usual definitions for CW complexes and cellular

maps and that all the standard properties of Whitehead torsion (see, e.g., [6])

hold in this setting.

The following result generalizes [1, (2.1)] and will be needed in §2.

LEMMA 1.1. Let p: E -* B be a locally trivial fiber bundle with base B and fiber

F compact ANR's and let h: A —> B be a simple homotopy equivalence of compact

ANR's. Then the natural map h* E -* E is also a simple homotopy equivalence,

where h*E = {(a,e) E A X E: h(a) = p(e)} is the total space of the induced

bundle over A.

Proof. One easily verifies that E and h*E are compact ANR's using the

local characterization of such spaces (see, e.g., [2, p. 97]). The ladder

connecting the exact homotopy sequences of the bundles h* E and E shows

that h* E -* E is a homotopy equivalence. By definition there are a compact
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ANR Z and CE maps f.Z-*A and g: Z -* B such that hf at g. The natural

maps of induced bundles /* h* E -» h* E and g* E -* E are easily seen to be

CE using properties of pullback diagrams. But there is an isomorphism

between g* E and/* h* E obtained using a homotopy between hf and g. Hence

there are CE maps g* E -* h* E and g* E -» E of the sort needed to show that

h* E -* E is a simple homotopy equivalence.   D

The above description of simple homotopy types necessarily coincides with

that given earlier by R. Kirby and L. Siebenmann [8] for topological [TOP]

manifolds. In the case of TOP manifolds we shall need the i-cobordism

theorem which is proved using TOP handlebody theory. We shall also need

the following "topological ribbon theorem," which is also proved by following

the outline of the proof of the corresponding result in the smooth category

using TOP handlebody theory.

A ribbon W is a noncompact, connected /i-manifold such that (i) dW

a¡ N X R for some compact (n - 2)-manifold N and (ii) there exist a finite

complex K and a proper (the inverse image of any compactum is compact)

map r: K X R -» W inducing an isomorphism itxK ^ ttxW such that r is a

retraction in the category of proper homotopy classes of proper maps.

Any ribbon W has two ends; call one e. There is an invariant o(t) in the

reduced projective class group 7?0(Z[tt, W]); up to sign it is the obstruction to

a suitably small closed submanifold neighborhood V of e in W having the

homotopy type of a finite complex.

Ribbon Theorem [10], [11]. A ribbon W of dimension at least 6 is homeomor-

phic to M X Rfor some compact manifold M if and only if the invariant a(e) = 0.

Ifa(e) = 0 the asserted product structure can be chosen to extend a given product

structure on dW.

2. Proof of the Main Theorem. Following two lemmas the Main Theorem is

proved in the needed relative version as Theorem 2.3.

Lemma 2.1. Let Sl act freely on an n-manifold M. Then M/Sx X R is a

manifold with d{M/Sx X R) = (dM)/Sx X R.

Proof. By a theorem due originally to A. Gleason, or its generalization, the

Slice Theorem [3, II.5.4], the orbit map p: M -* M/Sx is a locally trivial fiber

bundle with fiber Sx. Therefore each point of M/S is contained in an open set

U such that/7- (I/) — U x S . Since M is an /i-manifold, the open set/?- (t/)

is an «-manifold with boundary

dp~x{U) - p~l(U) n 8M = p~x(U n p(dM)).

Thus the covering space UxRoiUxS1 is a manifold with 3(17 xR)

= (U n 3 M/S1) X R. Since M/Sx X R is covered by these open sets UxR,

the lemma follows.    D

Remark. If G is any compact Lie group acting freely on M then a similar

argument shows that M/G X Rd is a manifold, where d is the dimension of G.
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If it could be shown that, in fact, M/G X R is a manifold, then the main result

of this paper would also hold for general compact Lie groups G.

Lemma 2.2. Let S1 act freely on a topological n-manifold M. Then M/S is an

ANR.

Proof. Since M/Sx x R is a manifold it is an ANR. Thus M/Sx is an ANR

being a retract of one.    D

Remark. This is actually a very special case of a general theorem of P. E.

Conner and E. E. Floyd [7].

A G-concordance on M X I, I = [0,1], is said to be relative to X E M if the

action restricted to A X 7 has the form g(x, t) = (pr g(x, 0), /), where pr

denotes projection on the first factor.

Theorem 2.3. Let S act freely on the compact n-manifold M where n

> 7 or n > 6 and the action restricted to dM is tame. Then the action is S1-

concordant to a tame action and such an S -concordance can be chosen to be

relative to dM if the given action is tame on dM.

Proof. First consider the special case when the action on 9A/ is tame. Let

W = M/S1 X R. Now by (2.2) M/Sx is a compact ANR, so by West's theorem

[13] there is a finite CW complex A and a homotopy equivalence /: K

-» M/S1. By (2.1) Wis a manifold with dW = 9M/S1 X R. Define r: Kx R

-» W by r = fx 1. Then clearly r is a proper homotopy equivalence (not just

a proper retraction), so that W is a ribbon. Let e denote the "positive" end of

W. In fact the invariant a(e) = 0. To see this let U C M/Sx X (0, oo) be a

closed submanifold neighborhood of e. For large / > 0, M/S] X t C int If.

Then the ANR U strong deformation retracts onto the compactum C

= U - M/Sx X (t, oo). Thus C is a compact ANR; by [13] C has the

homotopy type of a finite complex; hence U also has the homotopy type of a

finite complex; and so a(e) = 0.

Therefore by the Ribbon Theorem there is a manifold N with 9N = 9 M/Sx

such that the identity 9 M/S1 XR^ 9 M/S1 X R extends to a homeomor-

phism N X R -> M/Sx X R. Identify N X R and M/Sx X R via this homeo-

morphism.

For sufficiently large t > 0, N X t and M/S1 X 0 are disjoint and together

separate W into three regions one of which, call it V, is compact. By shrinking

M/S] X (-oo,0] to M/Sx X 0 and A X [/, oo) to A X t, it is seen that V is a

strong deformation retract of W and so is an ANR. Moreover, the inclusions

M/Sx X 0 -» V and N X t -» V are homotopy equivalences.

According to Chapman [4] there is then a Whitehead torsion

t0 = r(V,Nxt)

defined in Wh(7r), it = irx W. By altering the choice of N as follows we may

assume t0 = 0. By the existence theorem for Whitehead torsions of h-

cobordisms,  there is a compact submanifold N' of N X (t, 3t) such that
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9/v" = dN X2t, and the region V between N X t and TV' is an n-cobordism

with torsion t(V',N') = -t0 in Wh(7r). Since TV and TV' are /i-cobordant,

TV X R ^ TV' X R (and this product structure can be prescribed on the

boundary). By the Sum Theorem for Whitehead torsion, t(V U V',N') = 0.

Thus we may assume that TV was originally chosen so that r(V,N) = 0.

Now M/Sx X R is the orbit space for an obvious S '-action on M X R. Let

V~ be the region of M X R over V and TV~ be the portion of V~ over N Xt.

Then V~ is a manifold, for K~ - M x 0 is the total space of an 5'-bundle

over the manifold V - M/S1 X 0 while M X 0 has a collar neighborhood

MX [0,5) in K~. Moreover 3K~ = MxO U 3Mx[0,i] U TV~.

Now by (1.1) the inclusions M -» F~ and TV~ -» K~ are simple homoto-

py equivalences since M/s' X 0 -» K and N X t -> V are. Thus the i-cobor-

dism theorem implies that F~s/¥x/, with prescribed product structure for

3 M X 7, and so K~ provides the desired relative S '-concordance to the tame

action on TV~.

It remains to consider the case when M has boundary on which the given

action is not already tame. According to the first case considered, there is an

5'-concordance on 3M X 7 between the given action on 3 M X 0 and a tame

action on 3 M X 1. Using a boundary collar in M this S '-concordance can be

extended to an S'-concordance on M X 7, represented schematically in Figure

1.

Afxl_3Mxl

1 ^ A

I_\J

M
MxO 3Afx0

Figure 1

Further details of the construction of this S'-concordance extension are left

to the reader.

Thus the given action is concordant to an action which is tame on the

boundary. The first case now applies to the latter action to complete the proof.

D

Corollary 2.4 (Uniqueness). 7/M is a closed n-manifold, n > 5, then S1-

concordant tame free S -actions on M are tamely S -concordant.
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Proof. Apply the relative version of (2.3) to a possibly wild S -concor-

dance on M X 7, tame on the boundary M X (0,1}. One only has to check that

any concordance between free actions is itself necessarily a free action. This

follows immediately from the relative form of the Smith theorems for Z

actions on (M x 7, M x 0). See for example, [3, pp. 144f].    □

3. Applications. The following is an immediate consequence of (2.3) and the

construction of [9].

Corollary 3.1. If a compact n-manifold M, n > 7(or n > 6 if dM = 0)

admits a free S -action, then it admits a tame S -action and uncountably many

inequivalent wild actions.    □

Corollary 3.2. A compact n-manifold M, n > 7(or n > 6 ./ 9M = 0)

admits at most countably many S -concordance classes of free S -actions.

Proof. According to (2.3) and (2.4) it suffices to observe that the compact

«-manifold M admits at most countably many inequivalent tame free S1-

actions. The orbit spaces are then manifolds and according to [5] there are

only countably many possible orbit spaces up to homeomorphism. Now the

principal S'-bundles over a given compact (n — l)-manifold N are in one-to-

one correspondence with the countable set

[N;BS02] « [N; CP°°] « H2(N; Z).

Only countably many of these S ̂ bundles have total space M.   □

Remark. One might conjecture that a version (3.2) holds for arbitrary

compact Lie groups G, perhaps even for G-concordance classes of arbitrary G-

actions.

The following corollary verifies the conjecture of C.T.C. Wall mentioned in

the introduction.

Corollary 3.3. For « > 3 the set of S -concordance classes of free S -actions

on S n+ is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of equivariant homeomor-

phism classes of tame free S -actions on S "+ .

Proof. By (2.3) and (2.4) each free S^action is s'-concordant to a tame

action and S'-concordant tame actions are tamely concordant. Thus it suffices

to show that tamely concordant tame free S -actions are equivalent. But the

orbit space of such a tame concordance would be an /i-cobordism of 1-

connected manifolds and hence be a product N X I by the «-cobordism

theorem. Lifting this product structure to the total space of the S'-bundle over

N X I shows the two actions are equivalent.    D

Remark. In general it might be worthwhile to strengthen the definition of a

free G-concordance on M X I to include the requirement that the inclusions

M X 0/G -> MXI/G and M X 1/G -> M X I/G be simple homotopy equiva-

lences, so that, as in (3.3), a tame free G-concordance is always a product.
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